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TONI KRASICKI FINDS OUT HOW THE SIMPLE POGO STICK 
IS CURRENTLY ROCKING THE EXTREME SPORTS WORLD.

THE POGO STICK has come 

a long way from its humble 

beginnings as a child’s toy. First 

patented by a German company in 1920, 

the fi rst batch soon arrived in America 

and it became an overnight success 

and the toy of choice in the 1920s. 

Since then, there have been many 

improvements to the original German 

wooden design, and the latest versions 

have become serious tools used 

extensively for extreme pogo athletes 

and jumpers. 

Extreme pogo, or Xpogo, is a fairly 

new sport that has been around since 

1999 and is a lot more comprehensive 

then your basic jumping up and down. 

It is more along the lines of back fl ips, 

high jumps and big ‘air time’. Former 

athlete, CEO and co-founder of Xpogo 

LLC, Nick Ryan, says that the past fi ve 

to seven years has seen a consistent 

increase in the number of participants 

as well as the di� erent companies and 

brands that want to be associated with 

the sport. ‘In the past year alone, the 

sport has seen a spike…and we’re seeing 

some of the biggest opportunities to 

date in the past few months.’

Putting Xpogo on the extreme sport 

map is no easy task and currently the 

US and Canada are number one in the 

popularity stakes, with a few pockets 

around the world in France, the UK, 

Russia, Brazil and Australia. ‘Our biggest 

motivator to create our company was 

to bring some cohesion to the sport. 

We got together some of the original 

founders of the sport and created 

Xpogo LLC as a way to drive the pogo 

train home in an organised and in a 

meaningful way,’ says Nick.

Chief creative o�  cer for Xpogo LLC, 

Nick McClintock, says that one of the 

biggest challenges they’ve faced along 

the way is ‘fi ghting the preconceived 

notion that pogo sticks are a dorky kids 

toy.’ Nick continues to say that, ‘through 

a lot of high quality content we’ve 

produced we’re fi ghting this notion and 

showing the true extreme nature of the 

pogo stick.’

In the hope of rocking the global 

mainstream market for extreme 

sports, Xpogo LLC believe that the 

sport is appealing as it’s about people 

pushing their limits and the world 

around them. NIKE thought so too and 

featured 24-year-old Xpogo athlete Fred 

Gryzbowski somersaulting between two 

container ships as part of their ‘Find 

Your Greatness’ campaign for London 

2012. ‘It’s incredible to behold and to 

be a part of and really sort of attractive 

and seductive in a sense. Unlike some 

extreme sports Xpogo has additional 
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WOW factors: it’s incredibly visual, you 

see guys going 10 feet in the air, so it’s 

something that’s very accessible and 

very mobile, and for now, something 

very unique,’ says Nick Ryan.

This year marks the 10th Anniversary 

of international competition for Xpogo, 

hard to believe when many of us 

never even knew such a competition 

existed. The brainchild of Xpogo LLC, 

‘Pogopalooza 10’ will be held in New 

York City in the middle of the year. 

The competition mimics a high-paced 

X-Games style and highlights a number 

of disciplines of the sport such a run-

based Big Air and Tech stunts, Best 

Trick, and High Jump, along with world 

records like Most Consecutive Backfl ips 

and the Fewest Jumps per minute 

(focusing on height).

Athlete Fred Gryzbowski has been 

pogo sticking since he was eight years 

old and was infl uenced to perform tricks 

by the increasing popularity of other 

extreme sports. He says that extreme 

pogoing has a lot of similarities to other 

extreme sports but it is also completely 

di� erent. ‘The tricks are cross overs to 

BMX and skateboarding – the tricks 

are the same but the feeling you get 

pogoing - you’re weightless, you’re 

jumping up and down, it’s like a portable 

trampoline.’

Training for the sport is just as 

challenging as the tricks look to 

perform. Without any well-established 

training blue print for guidance, Fred 

says that he trained himself. ‘I had no 

idea how to fl ip. I bought trampolines, 

went to gyms, and taught myself how to 

backfl ip and I’ve done that with quite a 

few tricks.’

‘One of the most challenging tricks 

I do, just because it takes a lot of 

acrobatic awareness, is a double backfl ip 

dismount. I let go of the pogo stick; 

I fl ip twice, then land on my feet on 
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the ground. It’s very 

di�  cult because if you 

over rotate or under 

rotate - you’re landing 

on the hard concrete, 

so it’s not a very fun 

trick to mess up,’ says 

Fred.

At the moment, Fred 

is training to do his most 

terrifying and di�  cult trick 

to date – the double full backfl ip. In 

layman terms, that means two back 

fl ips in the air with the pogo stick, 

landing safely and bouncing away. ‘Its 

absolutely terrifying, I’ve done it in the 

foam pits, with safety lines but 

I’ve never tried it on actual 

ground and it already 

terrifi es me,’ says Fred.

The Xpogo LLC 

team says the sport 

attracts a wide 

range of people, 

not just adrenalin 

junkies who 

want to jump 

down ledges, 

do tricks, 

and feel that 

weightlessness 

in the air, but 

also people 

who want a good 

workout as it 

perfects balance and burns 

calories. ‘It’s a great fi tness tool, as it’s 

a full body workout; cardio, muscle 

building, core – it’s absolutely amazing.’
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